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Abstract
By comparing 401(k) eligible and ineligible households’ wealth, this paper estimates that,
on average, about one half of 401(k) balances represent new private savings, and about one
quarter of 401(k) balances represent new national savings. Responses to eligibility vary
considerably, however, with households who normally save the most largely contributing
funds they would have saved anyway. This paper improves on previous research by: (1)
employing propensity score subclassification to control more completely for observed
household characteristics, (2) controlling for more household characteristics, including
several correlated with unobserved savings preferences, and (3) adjusting the observed
measure of households’ wealth to reduce measurement error.
 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Despite the enthusiasm of policy makers and the public for tax-advantaged
saving incentive programs, economists are still debating whether such programs
actually succeed in increasing saving. This paper evaluates the effects on private
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and national savings and on components of households’ saving of 401(k)s, a
tax-deferred saving incentive program that has quickly become one of the principal
vehicles for retirement saving in the United States (Poterba et al., 1998). The main
conclusion is that there is enormous heterogeneity in households’ responses to
401(k)s. 401(k)s have induced many households to save more, improving the
financial outlook at retirement for those households. In aggregate, however, only
about a quarter of 401(k) balances represent new national savings.
401(k) plans are employment-based, tax-deferred savings instruments that have
become increasingly popular since 1981. An employee is eligible to contribute to a
401(k) account only if the employer sponsors a 401(k) program. Eligible
employees choose whether to participate — that is, make a contribution — and
most employers encourage participation with matching provisions.1 Contributions
are tax-deductible, and interest earned on 401(k) savings accrues tax-free. At time
of withdrawal, accumulated 401(k) assets are taxed as income. Employees may
withdraw funds without penalty only if over age 59.5, retired and over age 55, or
disabled. In exceptional circumstances — financial hardship or worker separation
from firm — early withdrawals may be made, but such withdrawals are taxed as
income and are subject to a 10% penalty.
One early influential paper (Engen et al., 1994) estimated 401(k) effectiveness
by median regression and found that 401(k)s increase private savings little, if at
all, because households reduce other asset holdings to fund 401(k) participation.
Another important early paper (Poterba et al., 1995) divided households into
income intervals and ran median regressions within those intervals, finding that
401(k)s increase private savings dramatically, with little substitution between
401(k) assets and other types of savings. Subsequent work has generally built on
these methods and reached conclusions similar to one or the other of these
contradictory views.
This paper makes several contributions to this literature. First, regression within
propensity score subclasses controls more completely for observed household
characteristics and is shown to produce more robust and reliable estimates than
regression within income intervals or simple regression. Second, because propensity score methods easily accommodate a large number of control variables, the
estimation procedure controls for many observed household characteristics,
including several not used in previous research. Third, adjustments to the
dependent variable, households’ wealth, help to calibrate the magnitude of data
deficiencies highlighted by Engen et al. (1996). These three contributions are
methodological improvements that reduce biases in the 401(k) effect estimate, and
1

Highly compensated employees may want other employees to participate in the firm’s 401(k) plan
so that the highly compensated employees can make large contributions without violating various
‘nondiscrimination tests’ mandated by Congress (Papke et al., 1996). Plans began matching for this
reason (Pare, 1995). Evidence is mixed on whether matching actually does increase employees’
participation, and it may depend on the level of matching (see Papke et al., 1996 for discussion).
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each has an important impact on the conclusions reached about 401(k) effectiveness. Finally, examining mean effects as well as median effects, and examining the
impact of 401(k)s on national savings as well as private savings, enables greater
insight into the range of responses to 401(k)s and the implications of those
responses for evaluating theory and for achieving policy goals.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the data used
both in previous studies and here and discusses the choice of covariates to control
for. Section 3 describes the adjustments made to the measure of household wealth.
In Section 4, a tax adjustment distinguishes household contributions to national
savings from those to private savings. Because propensity scores are relatively
new to economics, Section 5 explains propensity score subclassification in a
context that clarifies its relationship to the methods of linear regression and of
income subclassification. Section 5 also divides households into subclasses on the
basis of estimated propensity scores. Section 6 presents results and systematically
explores how each of the methodological improvements introduced in this paper
affect the final 401(k) effect estimate. Section 7 summarizes, discusses the main
results, relates this work to other recent work, and mentions policy implications.
Appendix A estimates the proportion of 401(k) assets converted from pre-existing
DC plans, an exercise necessary for the wealth adjustment.

2. The data
As in Engen and Gale (2000), Poterba et al. (1995), and Engen et al. (1994), a
sample of households is used from the 1990 Survey of Income and Program
Participation (SIPP) wave 4: households in which the reference person is 25–64
years old, in which at least one person is employed, and in which no one is
self-employed.2 All results, especially statements about aggregate 401(k) effects,
should be understood as applying to this particular population of households. The
sample, which contains 9915 households, has been referred to as the 1991 SIPP
because the data were collected between February and May, 1991. Five households were dropped for reporting zero or negative income, leaving N 5 9910
households. All dollar amounts are in 1991 dollars.
The 1991 SIPP reports, among other things, household financial data across a
range of asset categories. In particular, the survey reports whether any member of
the household works for a firm that offers a 401(k) program: if so, the household is
coded as eligible; otherwise, the household is ineligible. Thirty-eight percent of the
sample households are eligible, and 62% are ineligible. The survey also reports
2
Analyses have used this sample because 401(k)s are not available to the self-employed or
unemployed, because the SIPP only asks 401(k) questions to people 25 and older, and because
retirement and saving behavior of the elderly would complicate analyses for people 65 and older. The
person in whose name the family’s home is rented or owned is the reference person.
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401(k) asset balances. Households with positive balances can be considered 401(k)
participants, while eligible households with a zero balance can be considered
non-participants. Because eligible employees decide whether or not to participate
whereas firms determine eligibility, it is more plausible that eligibility is
conditionally random, given observed household characteristics, than that participation is. That is why this analysis focuses on eligibility rather than participation
as the independent variable (Poterba et al., 1995 introduced this ‘eligibility
experiment’ approach). In the sample used, 70.5% of eligible households were also
participants.
In this analysis, the primary dependent variable is total wealth, which equals net
financial assets, including Individual Retirement Account (IRA) and 401(k) assets,
plus housing equity plus the value of business, property, and motor vehicles. Using
this broadest available measure of wealth reduces possible bias from asset shifting
or debt reshuffling. For example, if 401(k) eligible households substitute 401(k)
savings for home equity, as Engen et al. (1996) have argued, then net total
financial assets for eligible households will exceed net total financial assets for
ineligible households by more than the actual increase in savings. The difference
in measured total wealth, however, will capture the true difference in savings.
Other sources of bias in the eligibility estimate arising from deficiencies in the
wealth measure are addressed in the next section.
Other dependent variables are components of total wealth that previous
researchers have suspected might substitute for 401(k) savings: IRA assets;
non-IRA-401(k) financial assets; and home equity, which equals home value less
mortgage. Components of home equity, home value and mortgage, also serve as
dependent variables.
The covariates used in this analysis are age, income, family size, education,
marital status, and two-earner status, as well as defined benefit (DB) pension
status, IRA participation status, and home ownership status. Marital status,
two-earner status, DB pension status, IRA participation status, and home ownership status are dichotomous variables, with the two-earner variable indicating
whether both household heads contribute to the household’s income. The
education variable measures the number of years of schooling experienced by the
reference person. DB pension status refers to whether the household’s employer
offers a DB pension plan. IRA participation status refers to whether the household
has a positive IRA account balance, and home ownership status refers to whether
the household has a positive home value. Log-income is also included as a
covariate in the analyses below because, as usual, the distribution of income is
skewed. As shown in Table 1, summary statistics indicate that eligible and
ineligible households differ: eligibles are somewhat older, more educated, more
likely to be married, more likely to have two earners, and earn significantly higher
incomes than ineligibles. Eligible households are also more likely to have DB
pensions, to participate in IRAs, and to own a house.
Several of the covariates are definitely not exogenous to 401(k) eligibility, most
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Table 1
Mean characteristics and assets of 401(k) eligible and ineligible households ($1991)
t-statistic a

Eligible households

Ineligible households

41.5
(9.6)
$46 874
($25 950)
13.8
(2.6)
2.9
(1.5)
0.48
(0.50)
0.67
(0.47)
0.42
(0.49)
0.32
(0.47)
0.74
(0.44)

40.8
(10.7)
$31 514
($22 143)
12.9
(2.9)
2.8
(1.6)
0.32
(0.47)
0.56
(0.50)
0.19
(0.39)
0.20
(0.40)
0.57
(0.49)

$86 251
($124 021)

$50 079
($101 183)

15.6***

$10 749
($19 249)
$14 709
($63 486)
$14 789
($15 099)
$55 710
($57 008)

$0
(–)
$7881
($50 973)
$13 837
($15 187)
$50 705
($56 322)

44.1***

Home value among
homeowners
Home mortgage among
homeowners

$110 496
($71 009)
$54 787
($42 908)

$92 222
($68 050)
$41 517
($39 180)

10.4***

Number of observations

3682

6233

Covariates
Age
Income
Education
Family size
Two-earner indicator
Marriage indicator
Defined benefit
pension indicator
IRA indicator
Home ownership
indicator
Total wealth b
Assets
401(k) assets b
Net non-IRA-401(k) assets
IRA assets among IRA holders b
Home equity among homeowners

3.1***
31.3***
15.3***
1.8*
z516.2***
z510.6***
z524.5***
z513.3***
z516.8***

5.9***
1.54
3.5***

12.8***

Source: Author’s calculations from 1991 SIPP for families whose reference person is 25–64 years
old, in which at least one person is employed, and in which no one is self-employed. Standard
deviations in parentheses. T-statistics calculated with homoskedastic standard errors. Significance
levels: * P50.10, ** P50.05, *** P50.01.
a
z-statistics are reported for logistic regressions.
b
Unadjusted measure.
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notably DB status, IRA status, and home ownership. One source of endogeneity is
that they are all likely correlated positively with unobserved saving preferences.
This fact argues for including these covariates in the analysis to mitigate the
upward omitted variable bias induced from not controlling for saving preferences.
Another source of endogeneity is that DB plans, IRAs, and homes may be
substitutes for (and therefore be negatively correlated with) 401(k) eligibility so
that controlling for them would introduce a new upward bias. These covariates are
included in this analysis because 401(k) eligible households are in fact more likely
than ineligible households to have DB pensions, IRAs, and homes, and eligibles
hold higher IRA balances and home values, indicating that the omitted variable
argument is the dominant effect. It is also important to control for the presence of
a DB pension because DB assets are excluded from the wealth measure (the
possibility that eligibility causes reduced DB asset accumulation among eligibles
with a DB pension is addressed in Section 3). Section 6.4 shows that adding DB
status and IRA status to the other covariates makes little difference in the results,
but home ownership proves to be a crucial covariate at every stage of the analysis.

3. Adjusting the SIPP’s measure of total wealth
The basic problem with the SIPP’s measure of households’ wealth is that the
SIPP does not report all sources of pension wealth. The broadest available measure
of wealth in the SIPP, total wealth, includes 401(k) and IRA assets but not assets
held in other defined contribution (DC) plans or in DB plans. Assuming the
estimation procedure successfully controls for relevant employee characteristics,
401(k) eligible and 401(k) ineligible employees in the absence of 401( k)s would
behave identically with respect to these unmeasured assets. A firm’s introduction
of a 401(k) plan, however, may cause the firm or the eligible worker to deposit or
transfer funds into the measured 401(k) account that would remain in unmeasured
non-401(k) DC or DB plans for an otherwise similar ineligible worker. As a result
of this substitution, non-401(k) DC and DB wealth become negatively correlated
with eligibility status, biasing the eligibility effect estimate upward.
Engen et al. (1996) argued forcefully that the biases resulting from substitution
out of (unmeasured) non-401(k) DC and DB plans into (measured) 401(k)s are
dramatic enough to eradicate positive 401(k) effect estimates. Despite these
assertions, researchers have continued to estimate 401(k) effects as though there
were no biases. The two adjustments introduced in this section represent an
attempt to calibrate the magnitude of this data problem for estimating 401(k)
eligibility effects. In much of what follows, the evidence is sketchy, and debatable
assumptions are necessary to quantify the adjustments. These assumptions are
meant merely as plausible guesses pending better information. Furthermore, this
section deals only with the most important potential biases, as judged by the
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attention accorded them in the literature. Consequently, both of the adjustments
discussed here have the effect of reducing the estimated 401(k) effect.3 The
adjustment for converted DC plans reduces the estimated 401(k) effect substantially, which suggests that previous work overstated the 401(k) effect on saving.
However, the fact that the average estimated 401(k) effect remains positive despite
both adjustments suggests that data deficiencies alone cannot explain away the
positive average 401(k) effect.

3.1. Replacement of a pre-existing DC or DB by a 401( k)
One way that a firm’s introduction of a 401(k) could cause asset substitution is
if the 401(k) replaced outright a previous pension plan. Papke (1999) estimated
with US Labor Department’s Form 5500 Annual Reports data that for every three
401(k) plans initiated between 1985 and 1992, one DB plan was terminated.
Ippolito and Thompson (2000), however, show that most of these ‘terminations’
were actually plan mergers or changed ID numbers and that 95% of DB plan
participants as of 1987 remained covered by their DB plan in 1995. Evidence from
Poterba et al. (2001) and Papke et al. (1996) is consistent with the view that
401(k)s only rarely caused DB termination. Because outright replacement of DB
plans by 401(k) plans appears to have been rare, no adjustment for this is made.
Conversions of a pre-existing DC plan into a 401(k) plan, however, did occur
and may have been common in the 1980s, perhaps partly accounting for the rapid
growth in the number of 401(k) plans (Engen et al., 1996). A converted plan’s
assets, previously unmeasured, are now labeled as 401(k) assets, generating a
spurious increase in eligibles’ measured assets relative to ineligibles’. New
calculations using Form 5500 data, described in Appendix A, suggest that at most
30% of aggregate 401(k) assets in 1991 represent converted assets from preexisting DC plans.
This estimate, that 70% of 401(k) asset balances are non-converted assets, is a
lower bound for the cohort under study here for two reasons. First, this estimate is
a lower bound for the aggregate percentage because its calculation conservatively
assumes that all 401(k) balances as of 1983 were converted from pre-existing DC
plans. Second, the 1991 proportion of non-converted 401(k) assets for households
whose heads were aged between 25 and 64 in 1991 is probably greater than the
aggregate proportion because this cohort, younger than 65 during all of 1984–

3

The main data-induced downward bias on the 401(k) effect estimate may be that 401(k) funds kept
in a former employer’s account are not measured because of the SIPP question sequence. I thank a
referee for pointing this out to me. Note, however, that if the worker rolls over his 401(k) account
balance into an IRA upon separation from the firm, then these funds are measured in the SIPP as part of
the worker’s IRA, and there is no bias.
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1991, made more of their contributions directly into 401(k) plans than the older
cohort, who mostly made their contributions before 401(k)s became popular.
Because the evidence indicates that the cohort proportion of non-converted
401(k) assets in 1991 is greater than 70% but less than 100%, it is assumed here to
be 80%. Therefore, as a rough adjustment for conversions, sample households’
401(k) assets were multiplied by 0.80 before being incorporated into total wealth.
Section 6.4 shows that this adjustment has a relatively large impact on the
estimated 401(k) effect.

3.2. Marginal substitution between DB and 401( k) plans
A firm that had a traditional DB pension and added a supplementary 401(k) plan
might shift resources from the DB to the 401(k) (Engen et al., 1996). In particular,
the firm might pay for 401(k) employer contributions by restricting or reducing
average DB pension benefit increases.4 There is disagreement about the extent to
which such marginal substitution occurred. Poterba et al. (2001) argue that it is not
generally possible to alter the formula-based DB benefit schedule, but Gale et al.
(2000) mention some suggestive and anecdotal evidence that it did happen. If it
did occur, the fraction of the employer contribution that represents foregone DB
benefits should be subtracted from eligible workers’ 401(k) balances because, for
ineligible workers, this amount remains in unmeasured DB plans in the form of
DB benefits.5 This adjustment applies only to 401(k) eligible workers who also
have a DB pension plan.
Eighty-four percent of firms offering a 401(k) in 1991 made some employer
contributions contingent on employee contributions (Hewitt Associates, 1991), so
it is assumed for this adjustment that all employer contributions are matching
funds. For a given worker’s contribution, c, and a given match rate, m, the total
(worker plus employer) 401(k) contribution is c(1 1 m). Suppose that some
fraction of the match, f, would have been transferred to the household in the
absence of a 401(k). The total foregone transfer is therefore f mc. The proportion
of the total 401(k) contribution that should not be counted as additional wealth is
f m /(1 1 m). The mean employer match in 1991, calculated from Hewitt As-

4
It is also possible that employers’ 401(k) contributions are funded by reducing eligible households’
average wage or non-pension benefits. In that case, participating households will actually be receiving a
higher true level of compensation than the ostensibly identical ineligible households, and part of the
employers’ contribution in 1991 should be added to eligibles’ measured wage before income is used as
a covariate in the statistical analysis. This adjustment, however, would be tiny, amounting to less than
1% of eligibles’ income, and would leave the results essentially unchanged.
5
An eligible worker with a DB pension may also have fewer DB assets than an otherwise similar
ineligible worker with a DB pension if the eligibles’ 401(k) is from his current job, and the DB plan is
from an old job and has stopped accumulating benefits. That scenario would also justify the adjustment
in this section.
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sociates (1991) (ignoring 401(k) plans uncategorized by match rate and ignoring
the fact that most matches are only up to a certain percentage of the employee’s
income), was 57%. Mean match rates from other studies range from 52% (Papke,
1995) to 62% (Bassett et al., 1998). In this analysis, it is assumed that all
household contributions are matched 57%, without regard to the size of the
contribution.6 There is virtually no data from which to calibrate f, so the main
results are calculated under the arbitrary assumption that f 550%, although f
may well be closer to 0%. For m557% and f 550%, f m /(1 1 m) 5 18%. Section
6.4 also calculates results without adjusting for marginal substitution (i.e.
assuming f 50%) and under the assumption of complete offset (i.e. f 5100%)
and finds that the estimated eligibility effect is relatively insensitive to the assumed
value of f.
Within a firm whose benefits package includes both a 401(k) and a DB pension,
it is very unlikely that the firm would reduce the DB benefits of 401(k)
contributors only. All workers in the firm presumably share the loss in DB
benefits. Thus, if a firm funds matches by reducing DB benefits, then total wealth
should be adjusted downward to some degree for all its employees. Higher income
workers are more likely to be 401(k) eligible and to contribute more on average
when eligible, so firms with high-income workers probably would reduce DB
benefits by more than firms with lower-income workers. In this analysis, the
adjustment for employer matching is made proportional to income.
In the sample, 401(k) eligible households with a DB pension have mean income
of $47 364 and mean 401(k) asset holdings of $10 486. The mean value of their
non-converted 401(k) assets is $10 48630.80¯$8389 per eligible household, or
$0.177 per dollar of income per household. Hence, $0.177318%¯$0.032 per
dollar of income represents foregone DB assets for eligible households who have a
DB plan. Thus, the adjustment for marginal substitution between DBs and 401(k)s
is to subtract $0.032 per dollar of income from the total wealth of each household
who is both 401(k) eligible and has a DB plan.

6

Fifty-seven percent is almost certainly an overestimate for several reasons. First, it assumes that all
employers have matching provisions, but some do not. Some employers do not contribute at all to
workers’ 401(k)s, and it is plausible that the small proportion of employers who contribute to workers’
401(k)s without matching contribute less to workers’ 401(k)s than employers who match. Second, and
most importantly, 57% is an estimate of the average match on the first dollar contributed, not on the
average dollar. Because most employers match contributions only up to a certain percentage of income,
the average match on the last dollar is smaller than the average match on the first dollar. Furthermore,
employers with more generous matching provisions tend to have lower matching limits. A small factor
in the opposite direction is that, after finding themselves in possible violation of the non-discrimination
provisions, some employers may increase their contribution to lower paid employees’ 401(k)s ex post
(Papke, 1995). One other inadequacy with this estimate of the average match (that biases the
adjustment in an unknown direction) is that it is calculated from the percentage of firms with various
arrangements rather than from the percentage of contributors with various arrangements.
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4. Private versus national saving
Two main goals of tax-deferred saving incentives are increasing households’
retirement savings and promoting capital accumulation. The effect of 401(k)s on
retirement savings lies between their effect on current private savings and their
effect on current national savings.7 The impact of 401(k)s on capital accumulation,
although complicated (see Hubbard and Skinner, 1996 for discussion and example
calculations), is closely related to the national savings effect. Previous researchers,
by not accounting for the fact that 401(k) and IRA assets are pre-tax balances,
focused exclusively on current private savings. This section introduces an
adjustment to the total wealth measure that converts a household’s 401(k) and IRA
assets from pre-tax to post-tax balances so that results can be reported for both
private and national savings.
Suppose that this year, an eligible employee puts his new retirement savings of
$1000 into his 401(k) account, while an identical but ineligible employee puts his
new retirement savings of $1000 into a non-tax-advantaged mutual fund so that
each has made the same contribution to current national savings. The eligible
employee pays tax rate income 3$1000 less in taxes than the ineligible employee,
where tax rate income is the marginal tax rate on the eligible employee’s income.
The eligible employee’s current private savings will then exceed the ineligible
employee’s by exactly this amount. Subtracting these foregone taxes from 401(k)
contributions is necessary to convert from a measure of private savings to national
savings.
The 1991 marginal tax rates for the federal income tax were 15, 28, and 31%.
For single individuals, the boundary incomes were $20 350 and $49 300, and for
married individuals filing jointly, the boundary incomes were $34 000 and
$82 150. All sample households coded as married were assumed to file jointly.
This assumption is probably conservative, tending to put households in higher tax
brackets and thereby overestimating the amount to be subtracted from savings
measures.8 On the other hand, because the Tax Reform Act of 1986 gradually
reduced federal marginal income tax rates and because many 401(k) contributions
were made prior to 1991 (when most households faced higher rates than in 1991),
7

Because 401(k) assets are taxed at withdrawal, current 401(k) private savings exceeds the present
value of 401(k) retirement assets. There are two reasons that the present value of 401(k) retirement
assets almost surely exceeds current 401(k) national savings. First, taxation at withdrawal only partially
recaptures interest earned by participating households on foregone taxes from time of contribution.
Second, the household will probably face a lower marginal tax rate at retirement than at time of
contribution.
8
The cutoff points for married individuals filing separately were $17 000 and $41 075. If only one
partner earns income, it is advantageous to file jointly. If both partners work, then it is usually (but not
in all cases) better to file jointly. Assuming that the household files jointly is conservative when filing
jointly would be advantageous. Even when it is disadvantageous financially, however, many households
file jointly for legal reasons.
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the federal income tax rates assumed here are probably underestimates. For all
households, the state and local income tax rates together were assumed to be 5%, a
figure above the lowest tax bracket rate for all states and below the highest tax
bracket rate for most states.9
Transforming private savings to national savings requires multiplying both
401(k) assets and IRA assets by (12tax rate income ) before incorporating them into
total wealth, where tax rate income is the sum of the marginal federal and state
income tax rates for a household with a given income. This adjustment assumes
that the marginal tax rate for a household at time of contribution is the same as the
household’s current marginal tax rate.

5. Methodology and propensity score estimation

5.1. Motivation for propensity score subclassification
Suppose the true equations determining a household’s asset holdings can be
written:
A i 0 5 f0 (Xi ) 1 ei 0

and

A i 1 5 f1 (Xi ) 1 ei 1

(1)

where A i 0 is household i’s holdings of the asset if i is 401(k) ineligible, A i 1 is
household i’s holdings of the asset if i is 401(k) eligible, Xi is a covariate vector of
i’s observed characteristics, ei 0 and ei 1 are unobserved error terms, and f0 and f1
are smooth but potentially non-linear functions. Household i’s observed asset
holdings is A i 5 A i 1 3 D ielig 1 A i 0 3 (1 2 D ielig ), where D ielig indicates whether i is
eligible for a 401(k). The identifying assumption is that eligibility is conditionally
random, given the observed covariates Xi . More precisely, (A i 0 , A i 1 ) is inelig
elig
10
dependent of D i , given Xi ; and 0 , pr(D i 5 1uXi ) , 1.
The effect of 401(k) eligibility on savings, the ‘average treatment effect’ for the
population, is t 5 E(A i 1 2 A i 0 ) 5 E X [E(A i 1 2 A i 0 uXi 5 x i )]: the treatment effect for
9
Pennsylvania is the only state that does not defer taxes on 401(k) contributions, though many local
governments also do not (Pare, 1995). Another source of noise affecting the correct household-specific
adjustment factor is the fact that part of some 401(k) contributions might not be tax-deferred if the tax
deferral would put the employer in violation of the non-discrimination provisions. Because Social
Security taxes on 401(k) contributions are not deferred, no adjustment for them is necessary here.
10
In the standard linear regression framework (3) considered below, this identification assumption
implies the usual regression assumption that Cov(D elig
, ei ) 5 0. Engen et al. (1996) have challenged
i
this assumption on the grounds that unobserved saving preferences affect both wealth accumulation and
401(k) eligibility. The present paper does not address this concern, although controlling for household
characteristics correlated with saving preferences should reduce the omitted variable bias, making the
identification assumption more palatable. Holding observed household characteristics constant, sources
of exogenous variation in workers’ eligibility include industry standards, administrative expenses, and
executives’ retirement plan preferences. For a somewhat more general framework for propensity score
methods, see Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983).
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a household with characteristics Xi 5 x i , integrated with respect to the population
distribution of household characteristics. This quantity represents what the average
effect of eligibility would be if the entire sample-age US population of households
were eligible. Also of interest are the ‘average treatment effect on the treated,’
t elig 5 E(A i 1 2 A i 0 uD ielig 5 1) 5 EX uD51 [E(A i 1 2 A i 0 uXi 5 x i )], and the ‘average
inelig
elig
treatment
effect
on
the
untreated,’ t
5 E(A i 1 2 A i 0 uD i 5 0) 5
E X u D 50 [E(A i 1 2 A i 0 uXi 5 x i )]. These are the treatment effects for a household
with characteristics Xi 5 x i , integrated with respect to the population distribution of
currently eligible households’ characteristics or of currently ineligible households’
characteristics, respectively. t elig represents the historical effect that eligibility has
had on eligible households. t inelig represents the counterfactual effect that
eligibility would have had on currently ineligible households.
When f0 and f1 are not known, one way to proceed is to assume linear
relationships:
A i 0 5 a0 1 b 90 Xi 1 ei 0

and

A i 1 5 a1 1 b 91 Xi 1 ei 1

(2)

estimate these equations, and then use the fitted values to estimate t 5
E X [E(A i 1 uXi 5 x i ) 2 E(A i 0 uXi 5 x i )]. Since E(A i 0 uXi 5 x i 2 x *0 ) 5 f0 (x i 2 x 0* ) and
E(A i 1 uXi 5 x i 2 x *1 ) 5 f1 (x i 2 x 1* ), the fitted OLS regression equations, E ∧ (A i 0 uXi 5
x i 2 x 0* ) 5 a 0 1 b 09 (x i 2 x 0* ) and E ∧ (A i 1 uXi 5 x i 2 x 1* ) 5 a 1 1 b 19 (x i 2 x 1* ), can be
understood as Taylor approximations to the true functional relationships, f0 and f1 .
These approximations are taken around the mean covariate vectors, x *0 5
E(Xi uD ielig 5 0) and x 1* 5 E(Xi uD ielig 5 1). For median regression, the argument is
similar, with expectation operators replaced by median operators and with x *0 5
med(Xi uD elig
5 0) and x *1 5 med(Xi uD ielig 5 1). Thus, the fitted equations for (2)
i
will be good approximations to (1) locally – that is, for ineligible and eligible
households with characteristics similar to x *0 and x 1* , respectively.
Two distinct features of the household population can make (2) a poor
approximation for (1), making estimates of t based on (2) unreliable. First,
suppose ineligible households (analogously for eligible households) are a heterogeneous group, i.e. their x i s vary considerably. Eq. (2) will not approximate (1) well
far from x *0 , so households with x i s far from x *0 will generate large regression
residuals, making them influential. In that case, the regression estimates will be
sensitive to specification. Non-robustness across specifications is symptomatic of
this problem. In fact, Table 1 indicates that both eligible and ineligible households
are heterogeneous groups: standard deviations of household characteristics are
large relative to means.
Second, suppose eligible and ineligible households are very different from each
* . In that case, even if (2) generally approximates (1)
other, i.e. x *
0 is far from x 1
well for most eligible and ineligible households considered separately, there may
be relatively few x i s at which both f0 (x i 2 x 0* ) ¯ a 0 1 b 09 (x i 2 x 0* ) and f1 (x i 2 x 1* ) ¯
a 1 1 b 19 (x i 2 x 1* ) are good approximations. Treatment effect estimators will rely
heavily on poor extrapolations. A diagnostic for this problem is covariate balance,
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the degree of similarity between the covariate distributions of eligible and
ineligible households (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1984; Dehijia and Wahba, 1998).
The t-tests in Table 1 show that eligible and ineligible households are quite
different from each other, indicating that estimation of (2) can provide misleading
treatment effect estimates.
The standard estimate of the 401(k) eligibility effect would be the coefficient on
the indicator for eligibility in the linear regression:
A i 5 a 1 b 9Xi 1 t D elig
1 ei
i

(3)

This approach is a special case of (2), where the main additional assumption is
that the treatment effect t is constant across varying household characteristics:
t 5 E(A i 1 2 A i 0 ) 5 E(A i 1 2 A i 0 uXi 5 xi ) for all xi (hence t 5 t elig 5 t inelig ). This
assumption would be approximately true in a well-balanced sample (where
x 0* ¯ x 1* ) that is also homogeneous (so that most of the x i are near x 0* ¯ x 1* ). In an
unbalanced sample, the constant treatment effect assumption can make estimates
of t sensitive to specification. Engen et al. (1994) estimate a repeated crosssections version of (3) by median regression, with X5hage, age 2 , income,
income 2 , age3income, family size, education, two-earner indicator, DB indicator,
male indicator, white indicatorj. In Section 6.4, it is shown that regression
estimates of (3) for the present sample are highly sensitive to specification.
An alternative strategy, employed here, is to stratify the sample into subclasses
s 5 1, . . . ,S, estimate ts ; [E(A i 1 ) 2 E(A i 0 )ui [ s] within each subclass, and then
aggregate the subclass-specific estimates into a population-level estimate of t
according to:

t 5 E s [E(A i 1 ) 2 E(A i 0 )ui [ s] 5

O t 3 pr(i [ s)
s s

(4)

The sample proportion of households in subclass s estimates pr(i [ s), and if
households are sufficiently balanced and homogeneous within subclasses, then the
ts s can be reliably estimated by linear regression (3). Note, however, that the
coefficients on X in regressions within well-balanced subsamples of an unbalanced
population lose their interpretation as the marginal effect of X on A. To understand
this, notice that if households are very similar in their observed characteristics,
then b ¯ 0 in (3) regardless of which variables are included in X. Because b has
no simple interpretation within non-representative samples, these coefficients are
not reported in the results.
Poterba et al. (1995) stratified households by income and estimated each ts
within income intervals (,$10K, $10–20K, $20–30K, $30–40K, $40–50K,
$50–75K, and .$75K in $1987) by median regression of (3) with X5hage,
income, education, marital statusj. Unfortunately, as shown by t-statistics in the
top panel of Table 2, dividing households by income interval leaves substantial
differences between eligibles and ineligibles within subclasses. They differ
especially in DB pension status, and, in several intervals, they remain unbalanced
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Table 2
Balance: t-statistics (or z-statistics) for covariates within income intervals and estimated propensity
score subclasses
Income
intervals

Age

Income

Education

Family
size

Two-earner
status a

Marital
status a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1.15
20.29
20.50
1.13
0.71
0.02
20.55

3.45***
5.75***
3.60***
0.22
0.72
20.06
0.09

2.93***
1.55
2.55**
1.82*
0.35
20.33
20.28

21.33
22.34**
22.77***
20.67
20.44
1.50
20.20

20.87
20.47
21.68*
20.08
1.93*
1.70*
3.07***

20.32
22.51**
24.24***
21.98**
20.27
0.24
2.10**

8.03***
21.88*
20.84
20.42
1.13
0.52
1.28
20.66
0.17
0.77

0.84
20.09
0.25
0.13
20.05
0.42
1.25
0.67
20.82
20.71

0.61
20.31
20.28
0.03
20.33
0.04
1.00
20.37
0.81
20.20

2.27**
20.84
20.59
0.23
0.04
1.36
20.77
20.11
1.64
20.58

2.69***
20.46
20.92
20.02
20.29
20.11
0.98
20.12
1.78
20.57

DB
status a
8.08***
13.62***
10.22***
7.41***
6.54***
3.74***
3.67***

IRA
status a

Home
owner a

3.85***
21.35
0.85
1.83
0.39
0.07
2.36**

1.83*
1.28
1.35
2.03**
3.99***
3.09***
3.94***

1.50
20.78
20.35
0.53
0.31
21.03
1.35
20.46
20.18
0.37

3.57***
1.67*
1.97**
1.15
1.49
1.71
0.54
0.14
2.30**
2.23**

Propensity score
subclasses
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

20.17
20.83
20.53
0.49
0.77
20.42
20.10
20.89
1.02
20.25

2.11**
0.89
0.46
0.29
20.39
0.06
22.42**
0.78
0.53
–b

Source: Author’s calculations. Balance for a given covariate within an income interval or propensity
score subclass is calculated by regressing the covariate on eligibility and a constant within the subclass.
Eicker–White (heteroskedasticity-robust) standard errors are used to calculate t-statistics. The income
intervals, calculated in 1987 dollars, are as in Poterba et al. (1995): ,$10K, $10–$20K, $20–30K,
$30–40K, $40–50K, $50–75K, and .$75K. Two households fall between intervals and are dropped
from the analysis. The propensity score specification for which these t-statistics are calculated includes
all first and second order covariates, including log-income but excluding home ownership status.
Significance levels: * P50.10, ** P50.05, *** P50.01.
a
z-statistics are reported for logistic regressions.
b
All ineligible households in Subclass 10 have DB plans.

even on income! These differences imply that Poterba et al.’s identifying
assumption — that eligibility is random, given income — is false. Covariate
balance could be improved by stratifying along several covariate dimensions at
once, such as income and DB pension status. Unfortunately, splitting the sample
across more covariate dimensions drastically shrinks the number of households
within the subclasses, making inference within subclasses far less precise.
The solution adopted here is to form subclasses on the basis of households’
estimated propensity scores. A household’s propensity score is its probability of
treatment, given its observed covariates, pi ; p(x i ) 5 pr(D ielig 5 1uXi 5 x i ). Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) prove that treated and untreated households matched on
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their propensity scores are balanced on their multivariate distribution of observed
characteristics. That is, Xi is independent of D ielig , given pi . Thus, balanced
subclasses are a necessary consequence of subclassification on the true propensity
score in large samples. Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) also prove that if (as
assumed here) eligibility D elig
is conditionally random, given Xi , then it is
i
conditionally random, given pi . Thus, the ts s in (4) can be consistently estimated
by running linear regression (3) within propensity score subclasses. Moreover, (3)
will be a much better approximation within balanced subclasses than for the
sample as a whole. Propensity score subclassification does not guarantee homogeneity of x i s within subclasses, but, in practice, subclasses are generally less
heterogeneous than the sample as a whole.

5.2. Propensity score estimation
Because propensity scores are not observed (except in randomized experiments),
they must be estimated. Recall that the purpose of estimating propensity scores in
this context is to generate balanced subclasses, so as long as eligible and ineligible
households are similar within subclasses, the propensity score itself does not
matter. Thus all choices about the propensity score specification are resolved by
trying several specifications chosen as informed guesses and then selecting
whichever specification produces the best covariate balance within subclasses
(Dehijia and Wahba, 1998). This criterion makes the procedure essentially nonparametric.
In the present analysis, propensity scores were estimated by logistically
regressing 401(k) eligibility on the covariates. Interestingly, specifications that
included home ownership were no better and often much worse in terms of
balance than specifications that excluded home ownership. This means that the
factors determining 401(k) eligibility are very different for renters than for
homeowners. Separate analyses for homeowners and renters in Section 6 confirm
that these groups exhibit quite distinct saving behavior. Because including home
ownership did not improve balance within subclasses, it was excluded from the
propensity score model.
Several features of the data indicate that second order covariate terms should be
included in the specification. For one thing, there is evidence of non-linearities in
the relationship between covariates and eligibility. The probability of eligibility
increases with income up to about $170K and decreases thereafter (see Abadie’s,
2000, Fig. 1), and the relationship between eligibility and income differs
depending on whether the household has a DB pension (Engelhardt, 2000). Age is
also non-linearly related to eligibility, with middle-aged households more likely to
be eligible than either younger or older households (see Pence’s, 2001, Table C).
Furthermore, the unequal standard deviations of covariates between eligibles and
ineligibles suggests the presence of still more non-linearities in the relationship
between covariates and eligibility. Moreover, including second order covariates in
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the propensity score specification ensures that households within propensity score
subclasses will be balanced on both the first and second moments of their covariate
distributions.
Thus, the specification that produced the best overall balance included both
income and log-income as covariates, excluded home ownership, and included
squared terms and all interactions.11 The main results of this paper are based on
this specification, but, for comparison, some results are given in Section 6.4 for
other specifications.
To examine covariate balance and to calculate the ts s in (4), households are
stratified into ten estimated propensity score subclasses. More subclasses creates
better homogeneity within subclasses and reduces bias in ts estimates but also
results in fewer households in each subclass and therefore less precise ts estimates
(see Du, 1998). Improvement in balance due to subclassification can be measured
by ‘percent bias reduction’; across a variety of standard distributions for the
covariates, the large sample bias reduction for a particular covariate for five
subclasses is about 90% and over 95% for ten subclasses (see Cochran, 1968;
Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1984). Because there are more ineligible than eligible
households in the sample, arbitrary propensity score intervals might contain too
few eligible households for reliable inference; therefore, the propensity score
intervals defining the subclasses are chosen here to generate a nearly equal
number, 369 households, of eligibles within each subclass.
The bottom panel of Table 2 reports t-statistics as a measure of balance within
propensity score subclasses. Outside Subclass 1 and excluding home ownership,
eligible and ineligible households are nearly identical in their observed
covariates.12 Subclassification on the estimated propensity score has simultaneously balanced all covariates included in the propensity score model. Balance on the
second order covariates is also excellent. Relative to the imbalances in the sample
as a whole, propensity score subclassification reduces bias most in DB status
(99%), IRA status (95%), education (94%), and income (94%). It reduces bias
least in homeownership status (49%), family size (65%), and marital status (79%).
The balance produced by propensity score subclassification is also clearly superior
to that produced by income subclassification (the top panel of Table 2).
Eligible households have a mean estimated propensity score of 0.48, with a
11
The logistic regression results that describe the propensity score model are available at
http: / / www.economics.harvard.edu / |dbenjami / papers.html. Separate logistic regressions for
homeowners and renters (excluding the homeownership terms) are also available.
12
Propensity score subclassification often fails to balance covariates in the first and last subclasses.
Here, balance is poor in Subclass 1 because there are a substantial number of ineligible households in
that subclass with estimated propensity scores below the lowest eligible household’s estimated
propensity score. It is possible to improve balance in Subclass 1 by, for example, dropping ineligible
households whose estimated propensity score falls below the minimum estimated propensity score
among eligible households. Matching methods, though more complicated to implement, can achieve
even better balance than subclassification.
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standard deviation of 0.17. Ineligible households have a mean estimated propensity
score of 0.31, with a standard deviation of 0.19. The fact that mean estimated
propensity scores differ by a standard deviation confirms that the two groups are,
in a multivariate sense, substantially different and reinforces the desirability of
subclassification.

6. Results

6.1. Population-level eligibility effects on savings
Previous researchers have focused on estimating median 401(k) effects because
of concerns that outliers would influence mean effect estimates (Poterba et al.,
1995). Unless such households are misreported, however, they are important to
include for assessing the mean effect of 401(k)s, knowledge of which is essential
for evaluating the aggregate impact of 401(k)s. Moreover, the mean 401(k) effect
can be compared with the median effect to infer how the distribution of household
responses is skewed. Importantly, subclassification reduces the impact of an
inappropriately influenced effect estimate by averaging it with effect estimates
from other subclasses.
ts is estimated for each subclass s 5 1, . . . ,10 as the coefficient on eligibility in
regression (3) within each subclass. Because some statistically significant differences in household characteristics remain between eligibles and ineligibles within
subclasses — especially in home ownership — the independent variables in this
regression (besides eligibility itself) are age, income, log-income, family size,
marital status, two-earner status, DB status, IRA status, home ownership, and
interactions of home ownership with each of the other independent variables
(except eligibility). This specification allows household characteristics to affect
asset accumulation differently for homeowners and renters but restricts the
eligibility effect to be the same for homeowners and renters.
Columns 2 and 5 of Table 3 report results from OLS and median regression
estimates of the ts values, respectively. These are estimates of the 401(k)
eligibility effect on private savings for households with specific, non-representative distributions of characteristics. They have no natural economic interpretation.
For example, even though households in higher subclasses have higher average
incomes, the ts s are not comparable to eligibility effects within income intervals
because households vary between subclasses on many characteristics. In fact,
because the propensity score model includes squared income terms, many of the
highest income households are in lower subclasses. Also, because the propensity
score model includes interaction terms, the covariance structure of household
characteristics affects the composition of the subclasses.
The ts standard error estimates reported in Table 3 would be unbiased if the
subclasses were formed using the true propensity scores. Perhaps surprisingly,
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Table 3
Regression results within propensity score subclasses
Mean effect
Propensity
score
subclass

Private
savings
effect

1

2$1852
($2922)
$3099
($3982)
$6899
($6510)
$2859
($5114)
$3045
($8438)
$10 444
($7591)
$3316
($6810)
$5163
($7184)
$650
($11 456)
$19 892 a
($32 862)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Median effect
Mean
401 (k)
assets
$4036
$6219
$8129
$8650
$11 652
$11 072
$12 043
$12 658
$12 625
$20 679

% NS
for avg.
HH

Private
savings
effect

246
(72)
50
(64)
85
(80)
33
(59)
26
(72)
95
(69)
28
(57)
41
(57)
5
(91)
96
(159)

$706***
($194)
$3474***
($740)
$1901*
($1123)
$2279
($1914)
2$907
($1896)
$1200
($2417)
$3181
($2757)
$6851**
($3306)
$4994
($3358)
$15 124**
($6788)

Median
401 (k)
assets
$600
$1200
$1400
$2000
$2500
$3000
$3500
$3000
$4500
$9000

% NS
for avg.
HH
118
(32)
289
(62)
136
(80)
114
(96)
236
(76)
40
(81)
91
(79)
228
(110)
111
(75)
168
(75)

Overall
effect (t ∧)

$3434
($2444)

$8623

23
(28)

$2738***
($576)

$2183

131***
(22)

Eligibles’
effect (t elig∧)

$5370
($3921)

$10 772

41
(26)

$3895***
($953)

$3069

127***
(25)

Ineligibles’
effect (t inelig∧)

$2310
($1931)

$7375

13
(34)

$2067***
($392)

$1669

134***
(22)

37**
(16)

$1819***
($424)

$1203

180***
(42)

Households with total wealth # $100 000 only
Overall
$1795***
$4747
effect (t ∧)
($640)
Eligibles’
effect (t elig∧)

$1986***
($688)

$5404

36***
(13)

$2222***
($658)

$1586

176***
(51)

Ineligibles’
effect (t inelig∧)

$1702**
($679)

$4429

37**
(18)

$1624***
($334)

$1017

182***
(40)

Source: Author’s calculations. Mean and median private savings effects are calculated by OLS and
median regression, respectively, of benchmark-adjusted private total wealth on the covariates, as well
as on interactions of home ownership status with age, income, education, family size, log-income, and
IRA status. Mean effects report Eicker–White (heteroskedasticity-robust) standard errors in parentheses, while median effects report bootstrapped standard errors (using 200 repetitions). Mean and median
% new saving calculations and population average effect estimates are described in the text.
Significance levels: * P50.10, ** P50.05, *** P50.01.
a
Home ownership is excluded as a right-hand side variable in Subclass 10 due to collinearity.
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because households were subclassified on the basis of estimated propensity scores,
the reported standard errors are probably overestimated (Rubin and Thomas,
1992). To understand this, consider the t-statistics measuring balance reported in
Table 2. If households had been subclassified on the basis of their true propensity
scores — that is, if households had been randomly assigned to be eligible or
ineligible — then about 5% of the balance t-statistics would have been statistically
significant at the 5% level (just by chance). In fact, outside Subclass 1 and
excluding home ownership, only eight t-statistics were significant out of nine
subclasses350 first and second order covariates5450 calculated t-statistics —
about 1.8%, far fewer than 5%. Thus, because the propensity score estimation
procedure overfit the data, households within subclasses are more similar on
observables (besides home ownership) than they would have been under unconditional random assignment. This reduces the chance that the effect estimates are
influenced by random covariate imbalances, raising the estimates’ precision.
Nonetheless, the standard errors are large relative to the effect estimates, indicating
substantial heterogeneity in asset accumulation behavior even among households
with similar observed characteristics.
Columns 4 and 7 of Table 3 report the mean and median percentage of 401(k)
balances that are new private savings, respectively. These percentages and
standard errors are calculated by dividing the private wealth effect and standard
error within each subclass by the mean or median eligibles’ holding of 401(k)
assets (columns 3 and 6) within that subclass, respectively.
The first row in the second panel of Table 3 presents the population-level
‘average treatment effect’ (t ∧), average 401(k) assets, and new private savings
percentage. Recall from (4) that t 5 o sts 3 pr(i [ s). Here, to correct for the
SIPP’s undersampling of wealthy households, pr(i [ s) is estimated as the sum of
households’ population weights in subclass s divided by the sum of households’
population weights in the sample. The mean household’s new private savings
percentage is calculated from the subclass-specific estimates analogously, %ns 5
o s %ns s 3 pr(i [ s).
The standard error for t ∧ is estimated according to Var(t ∧) 5Var[o st ∧s 3 pr(i [
s)] $ o s Var[t ∧s 3 pr(i [ s)] 5 o s [pr(i [ s)] 2 3 Var(t ∧s ), which would hold with
equality if the t s∧ values were independent across subclasses. They are not
independent because both the t ∧s values and the subclassification itself (through
the propensity score estimation) depend on the particular sample of households
drawn from the population. As a result, the standard error aggregation is biased
downward, though not by much (see Du, 1998). Use of regression to control
locally for covariates within subclasses substantially mitigates this bias by
reducing the dependence of the t ∧s values on the sample.
The ‘average treatment effect on the treated’ estimate (t elig∧) and standard error
are calculated using the fact that t elig 5 o sts 3 pr(i [ suD ielig 5 1); similarly for the
‘average treatment effect on the untreated.’ The new savings percentage for
eligibles and ineligibles are also calculated analogously, %ns elig 5 o s %ns s 3
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pr(i [ suD elig
5 1) and %ns inelig 5 o s %ns s 3 pr(i [ suD elig
5 0). Estimates of these
i
i
quantities are given in the last two rows of the second panel of Table 3.
For the population median treatment effect, t med 5 med(A i 1 2 A i 0 ), it is not
correct to calculate the overall effect on median private savings by taking a
weighted average of the median subclass effects: t med ± E s [t med
ui [ s], so these
s
‘median estimates’ should not be taken literally. Nonetheless, estimating the
‘median’ in this way gives a sense for the relative magnitude of the populationlevel median compared with the analogously calculated population-level mean.
The ‘median estimates’ reported here are not actually estimates of t med .
One main result in this paper is that the percentage of 401(k) assets that
represent new private savings is substantially smaller for the mean household than
for the median household. Since eligibles’ mean 401(k) balances are so much
larger than their median balances, this result implies that a minority of eligible
households — probably those with the most financial sophistication or the greatest
taste for saving — accumulate relatively large stocks of 401(k) assets, relatively
little of it new savings.
The last panel of Table 3 reports the population-level results when the analysis
excludes wealthy households (those with total wealth greater than $100 000), who
are most likely to influence mean effects. As expected, average 401(k) balances
and 401(k) eligibility effects measured in dollars are smaller for this sample, and
this population’s mean effects are estimated much more precisely. The basic
pattern persists, however: the percentage of 401(k) assets that represent new
private savings is substantially smaller for the mean than for the median
household.
Another set of main results addresses the composition of aggregate 401(k)
assets. To measure the proportion of the average 401(k) dollar that is new private
savings requires weighting the subclass estimates by average subclass 401(k)
balances, o s %ns s 3 pr(401(k)$ [ s). This figure, 50%, is reported in the first row
of Table 4. The analogous figure for post-tax total wealth (applying the adjustment
from Section 4) — the proportion of the average 401(k) dollar that is new national
savings — is 24% (not shown in Table 4). The difference, about a quarter of
401(k) assets, is foregone tax revenue. Furthermore, the analogous figure for
unadjusted total wealth (not shown) is 75%, suggesting that about a quarter of
aggregate 401(k) assets are conversions (20 percentage points by assumption in
Section 3) or marginal firm-level substitution with DB assets (5 percentage points
as a result of the benchmark assumption in Section 3). The remaining quarter of
aggregate 401(k) balances presumably represents household-level substitution
from other assets classes. Particular sources of substitution are examined in
Section 6.3.

6.2. Eligibility effects on savings for subpopulations
This section addresses how the average household’s new savings percentage
differs across different kinds of households. For example, the effect estimates are
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Table 4
Overall 401(k) eligibility effect estimates for subpopulations
Mean effect
Mean
401(k)
assets
Whole sample
All
households
Total wealth
# $100 000

$8623
$4747

Homeownership a
Homeowners $10 983
Renters

IRA Status b
Households
with IRA
Households
without IRA

$4076

$16 253
$6181

Age c
Under age 40

$5245

Age 40 and up

$5457

Defined benefit d
Households
$9565
with DB
Households
$8269
without DB
Income d
#$30 000

$4043

.$30 000

$12 574

Family size d
Three or more

$8290

One or two

$8878

Median effect
% NS % Net non- % NS
for avg. IRA-401(k) for avg.
HH
Fin. assets Dollar

Median
401(k)
assets

% NS % Net nonfor avg. IRA-401(k)
HH
Fin. assets

23
(28)
38**
(16)

8
(14)
27
(8)

50
(36)
38***
(13)

$2183

131*** g
(22)
180***
(42)

3g
(5)
6h
(9)

0
(30)
101***
(39)

4
(16)
217
(17)

32
(25)
99**
(47)

$3281

191**
(79)
216***
(64)

12
(8)
30
(20)

35
(43)
39
(27)

213
(23)
24
(14)

19
(36)
64***
(24)

$6308

81
(83)
220***
(33)

37
(27)
213
(8)

62
(42)
21
(31)

15
(26)
24
(17)

55
(38)
33
(27)

$1479

130***
(41)
141***
(41)

6
(10)
210 i
(12)

76**
(31)
23
(32)

15
(15)
24
(19)

80**
(34)
10
(32)

399*
(239)
120***
(32)

240
(42)
8
(8)

66
(49)
47
(28)

210
(18)
3
(17)

63
(44)
39
(26)

187*** f
(53)
142***
(42)

21* f
(11)
25
(10)

226
(44)
52
(37)

214
(22)
17
(18)

18
(34)
69**
(29)

134***
(49)
151***
(39)

0
(10)
8i
(13)

$1203

$702

$1185

$3282

$2881
$2539

$688
$3872

$2190
$2330
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Table 4. Continued
Mean effect
Mean
401(k)
assets
Education d
Finished high
$7023
school or less
More than
$10 396
high school
Marital status e
Married
$10 093
Unmarried

$6407

Two-earner e
Two earners

$9995

Single earner

$7912

Median effect
% NS % Net non- % NS
for avg. IRA-401(k) for avg.
HH
Fin. assets Dollar

Median
401(k)
assets

% NS % Net nonfor avg. IRA-401(k)
HH
Fin. assets

34
(36)
38
(34)

12
(13)
21
(21)

54
(43)
49
(31)

$1504

191*** g
(46)
91**
(41)

25
(10)
8
(12)

12
(36)
17
(33)

24
(17)
20
(26)

36
(27)
41
(41)

$2841

120***
(37)
182***
(64)

23
(9)
211
(19)

52
(33)
28
(33)

211
(23)
16
(19)

37
(35)
56*
(30)

$2878

170***
(50)
125***
(26)

213
(13)
9
(7)

$2485

$1441

$1880

Source: Author’s calculations. Right-hand side variables in the within-subclass regressions are the
first order covariates, including home ownership status and its interactions with age, income, education,
family size, log-income, and IRA status, except as noted below. Mean effects report aggregated
Eicker–White (heteroskedasticity-robust) standard errors in parentheses, while median effects report
aggregated bootstrapped standard errors (using 200 repetitions). ‘Median’ results are not quantitative
median effect estimates, but they provide a qualitative basis for comparison with the mean estimates.
Significance levels: * P50.10, ** P50.05, *** P50.01.
a
Right-hand side variables exclude defined benefit pension because of collinearity, as well as all
home ownership terms.
b
Right-hand side variables exclude defined benefit pension status, marital status, two-earner status,
and home ownership3family size because of collinearity, as well as IRA status.
c
Right-hand side variables exclude defined benefit pension status.
d
Right-hand side variables exclude marital status because of collinearity, as well as defined benefit
pension status.
e
Right-hand side variables exclude defined benefit pension status, two-earner status, and home
ownership3IRA status because of collinearity, as well as marital status.
f
Calculated as overall effect and standard error divided by overall 401(k) assets because eligibles’
median 401(k) assets in subclass 9 are zero.
g
Home ownership is excluded as a right-hand side variable in subclass 10 due to collinearity.
h
Home ownership3DB status is excluded as a right-hand side variable in subclass 10 due to
collinearity.
i
Two-earner status, IRA status, and home ownership terms are excluded as right-hand side variables
in subclass 1 due to collinearity.
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calculated separately for homeowners and renters, households with an IRA and
households without an IRA, and so on. Because the median sample household is
age 40, earns about $30 000, has finished high school, and has a family size of
three, the sample is split at these values.
To calculate the subpopulation effects, each subsample is newly divided into ten
subclasses based on the estimated propensity scores with an approximately equal
number of eligible households in each subclass, just as was done for the combined
sample. Average effect estimates, standard errors, and 401(k) assets are calculated
by weighted averaging of subclass-specific estimates, as before. Table 4 displays
the subpopulation estimates.
Comparing the new savings percentages for the mean and median households,
the main differences arise across homeownership status, DB status, IRA status,
and educational attainment. The median household’s percentage of 401(k) assets
that are new savings is greater for less educated households than for more
educated households and is also greater for households without an IRA than for
households with an IRA. These results support the view that 401(k)s are more
effective as saving incentives for less financially sophisticated or less patient
households. A high percentage of 401(k) assets are new savings for both the
median homeowner and the median renter, but the mean results for these group
differ dramatically: on average, all renters’ 401(k) assets are new savings, but all
homeowners’ 401(k) assets would have been saved anyway. Similarly, the median
household with a DB pension and the median household without both have high
new savings percentages, but mean new savings is higher for households with
DBs.
Since 401(k) eligibility presumably affects saving behavior only for households
who participate, a particularly high participation rate could explain a subpopulation’s large eligibility effect relative to that of its complement even if participation
effects are the same. Contrary to this possibility, eligible homeowners, IRA
holders, and more educated households have higher participation rates than
eligible renters, non-IRA holders, and less educated households, respectively, and
the rates across DB status are very close. Therefore, the strong eligibility effects
for these groups imply large 401(k) participation effects on saving behavior.

6.3. Substitution between assets classes
Repeating the same procedure as above (estimating o s %ns s 3 pr(401(k)$ [ s)),
but using net non-IRA-401(k) financial assets as the dependent variable, estimates
the impact of 401(k) eligibility on non-IRA-401(k) financial savings. Multiplying
the resulting number by 21 provides an estimate of the percentage of 401(k)
assets that would have been saved as non-IRA financial assets in the absence of
401(k) eligibility. Table 4 reports these percentages for the mean and median
household. These estimates are not generally statistically different from zero,
suggesting little substitution between 401(k)s and non-IRA financial assets.
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Among IRA holders, conducting the same type of analysis is possible with IRA
assets as the dependent variable (not shown in Table 4). For this group, neither the
mean nor the median percentage of 401(k) assets that represent foregone IRA
saving is statistically different from zero, suggesting virtually no substitution
between these two tax-advantaged retirement saving programs.
Among homeowners, home equity and its components, home value and home
mortgage, can function as dependent variables (not shown in Table 4). For
homeowners, the percentage of the average 401(k) dollar that represents home
equity reduction is about 19%. This home equity reduction appears to be a
combination of reduced home value and increased home mortgages.

6.4. Covariates, balance, wealth adjustments, and the 401( k) effect estimate
The empirical strategy pursued here diverges in three main ways from those of
previous researchers: households are stratified into balanced subclasses, covariates
include additional observed household characteristics, and total wealth is adjusted
for conversions and marginal firm-level substitution of pension benefits. Table 5
calculates estimates of the 401(k) eligibility effect on total wealth with a variety of
estimation methods in order to understand how each of these factors influences the
results presented above. Each panel of Table 5 represents a category of estimation
method, and each is discussed individually here. All methods use unadjusted total
wealth as the dependent variable until the bottom panel, which compares
adjustments. The columns of Table 5 compare estimates as the regressors expand
from X5hage, income, education, marital statusj alone (the covariates used by
Poterba et al., 1995) to include, by the last column, X5hage, income, education,
marital status, log-income, family size, two-earner status, DB pension status, IRA
participation status, home ownership status and its interactions with the preceding
covariatesj (the full set of covariates used in this paper).
In each row, the estimates in the last column of Table 5 are, practically without
exception, smaller than those in all the other columns. This striking observation
reinforces the conclusion that controlling fully for home ownership is crucial.
Otherwise, because homeowners are both wealthier and more likely to be eligible
than renters, 401(k) effect estimates are spuriously inflated.
The first panel of Table 5 shows 401(k) eligibility effect estimates calculated
with standard regressions on the whole sample, which is essentially the strategy
pursued by Engen et al. (1996). OLS regression is highly sensitive to the
regression specification, which is not surprising for an unbalanced and heterogeneous sample. Excluding wealthy households from the sample eliminates outliers,
improving precision and robustness to specification, but may bias downward
estimates of 401(k)s’ aggregate impact. Median regression is less sensitive to
specification than OLS and also generates smaller estimates, as expected when the
estimates are in dollars rather than percentages.
The second panel displays estimates calculated by (4), where households are
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Table 5
Comparison of estimation methods and wealth adjustments
Covariates in total wealth regression
hage, inc,
educ, marrj

1hlog-inc,
fsize, twoearnj

1hdbj

1hDiraj

1hhomeown
interactionsj

$2233
($2024)
$5873***
($680)
$3810***
($1003)
$4742 ** *
($534)

$6261**
($2011)
$5650***
($683)
$4705***
($771)
$5127***
($550)

$7510**
($2053)
$5535***
($698)
$5086***
($914)
$5154***
($553)

$6341**
($1993)
$5367***
($678)
$5075***
($744)
$4448***
($571)

$3636*
($1919)
$3659***
($611)
$2648***
($305)
$2557***
($177)

Regression within income intervals
OLS regression
$6191***
($1970)
Median regression
$6874***
($1206)
Median regression for
$5242***
total wealth #$100 000
($905)

$7714***
($1944)
$5472***
($1318)
$5179***
($935)

$8013***
($1930)
$17692***
($1093)
$5829***
($931)

$6745***
($1854)
–a

$4762**
($1862)
–a

$2886***
($883)

–a

Estimation
method
Whole-sample regression
OLS regression
OLS regression for
total wealth #$100 000
Median regression
Median regression for
total wealth #$100 000

OLS within propensity score subclasses: Comparing propensity score specifications
hage, inc, educ, marrj
$5849**
$7457***
$8042***
$6871***
($1942)
($1906)
($1896)
($1844)
2nd order covariates but
$8319***
$8320***
$8362***
$8290***
DB & IRA status terms
($2053)
($2038)
($2021)
($1967)
2nd order covariates but
$8651***
$8647***
$8666***
$8607***
IRA status terms
($2037)
($2014)
($2011)
($1955)
All 2nd order covariates
$8645***
$8716***
$8744***
$8640***
($2044)
($2020)
($2015)
($1960)
All 2nd order covariates1
$8817***
$8878***
$8765***
$8562***
hhomeownership interactionsj ($2013)
($1985)
($1983)
($1927)
OLS within propensity score subclasses (main specification):
Non-converted assets
$6925***
$7000***
and f 50%
($2035)
($2010)
Non-converted assets
$6551***
$6628***
and f 550%
($2035)
($2010)
Non-converted assets
$6177***
$6255***
and f 5100%
($2034)
($2010)

$4766**
($1851)
$5303**
($1914)
$5463
($35546)
$5506**
($2455)
$5500**
($1916)

Comparing wealth adjustments
$7027***
$6925*** $3807
($2006)
($1952)
($2449)
$6655***
$6552*** $3434
($2006)
($1951)
($2444)
$6282***
$6180*** $3062
($2006)
($1951)
($2440)

Source: Author’s calculations. Results for regression within income intervals are aggregated
within-interval OLS estimates (t s 3 values), as described in the text; similarly for results for regression
within propensity score subclasses. All results use the unadjusted total wealth measure, except for the
wealth adjustment comparisons. The main results for the present paper are in bold. Eicker–White
(heteroskedasticity-robust) standard errors in parentheses. Significance levels: * P50.10, ** P50.05,
*** P50.01.
a
Median regression failed to converge in at least one income interval.
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subclassified by income interval, as in Poterba et al. (1995) and Engen and Gale
(2000). These estimates are generally more robust to specification than their
whole-sample counterparts and are also substantially larger.
The third panel displays estimates calculated by (4), where households are
subclassified by estimated propensity score, and the rows represent various
propensity score models. Propensity scores estimated from age, income, education,
and marital status only (as in Abadie, 2000) generate results essentially the same
as those where income alone determines the subclasses. Including additional
covariates as well as second order terms (squares and interactions) in the
propensity score model improves balance considerably, generating results that are
extremely robust to within-subclass regression specification. These effect estimates
are also larger than those produced by a less balanced subclassification scheme
(such as on income) or by regressions on the whole sample. The bold estimate,
$5506, is the 401(k) eligibility effect estimate for unadjusted total wealth
generated by the propensity score model and within-subclass regressors used in
this paper.
The last panel shows how estimates using the main propensity score model
change when the total wealth measure is adjusted to varying degrees. The bold
estimates focus on the within-subclass regressors used in this paper. All rows
include the adjustment for conversions. Poterba et al. (2001) argue that there is
little substitution between 401(k) assets and DB pension benefits, which suggests
that the f 50% assumption may be the most reasonable. The first row estimate of
$3807 corresponds to f 50%, adjusting for conversions but not marginal firmlevel substitution of pension benefits. Comparing this figure with the unadjusted
estimate of $5506 shows that the conversion adjustment reduces the dollarmeasured effect estimate substantially. The second row estimate of $3434 adjusts
for conversions and assumes that f 550%, the benchmark assumption. The third
row shows that the conversion adjustment combined with even the most extreme
assumption that f 5100% produces a point estimate, $3062, that remains positive.
The adjustment for marginal firm-level substitution from DB benefits into 401(k)
contributions has relatively little impact on the 401(k) effect estimate. The
estimated percentage of 401(k) assets that are new national savings (not shown) is
24% under the f 550% assumption, similar to the estimated 29% and 19% under
the f 50% and f 5100% assumptions, respectively.
The benchmark estimate of $3434 represents the average increase in private
savings accumulated by 1991 that would be experienced by a member of the
population due to eligibility. Because 401(k) contributions comprised around 12%
of 401(k) assets in 1991 (from Table 6), a population member made eligible would
have increased current private savings in 1991 by around $3434312%¯$400 per
household. Since 70.5% of eligible households in the sample participated, a very
rough estimate of the 1991 increase in private savings per participant is $4004
70.5%¯$550. An analogous calculation puts the figure for national savings at
around $250 per participant.
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Table 6
Nominal aggregate assets, contributions, benefit payments, and rate of return for 401(k)-type plans:
1984–1996
Year

Assets
(in $millions)

Contributions
(in $millions)

Benefits
(in $millions)

Rate of
return (%) on
DC plans a

Direct assets
(in $millions)

Direct benefits
(in $millions)

Direct assets
4assets
(%)

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

91 754
143 939
182 784
215 477
276 995
357 015
384 854
440 259
552 959
616 316
674 681
863 918
1 061 493

16 291
24 322
29 226
33 185
39 412
46 081
48 998
51 533
64 345
69 322
75 878
87 416
103 973

10 617
16 399
22 098
22 215
25 235
30 875
32 028
32 734
43 166
44 206
50 659
62 163
78 481

11.0 b
18.4
13.3
4.8
13.1
9.4
3.5
15.1
9.8
9.8
3.8
20.0
15.0

18 083
46 381
77 595
106 214
150 635
196 838
236 164
308 019
375 696
455 651
512 851
663 618
813 402

0
3232
7121
9431
12 439
16 790
17 658
20 087
30 200
30 035
37 453
47 253
60 285

20
32
42
49
54
55
61
70
68
74
76
77
77

Source: Columns 2–5 are from the US Department of Labor’s Abstract of Form 5500 Annual
Reports, Tables E23 and E24, 1999. Columns 6–8 are calculated by the author as described in the text.
a
This is the rate of return earned by defined contribution plans with 100 or more participants,
calculated under the assumption that all cash flows occur in the middle of the plans’ reporting period.
b
This value is not reported by the Department of Labor, so the mean rate of return of 11.0% for the
years 1985–1995 is used.13 The mean rate of return for 1985–1991, 11.1%, is about the same.

7. Summary and discussion
The results in this paper suggest that about one quarter of aggregate 401(k)
assets represent new national savings; one quarter, foregone tax revenue; and one
quarter, conversions from pre-existing DC plans or foregone DB assets. The
remaining quarter presumably represents household-level substitution from other
asset classes, largely home equity reduction among homeowners. These aggregate
figures, however, mask enormous heterogeneity in saving behavior. Mean percentages of 401(k) balances that are new savings are typically much smaller than
median percentages, indicating that the distribution of responses to eligibility is
skewed, with a minority of financially savvy or patient households shifting assets
they would have saved anyway into tax-advantaged accounts. Observably distinct
subpopulations can act quite differently. For example, in the aggregate, all of
renters’ 401(k) balances are new savings but none of homeowners’ are. In fact,
13

The correlation between the rates of return reported in this table and the prime rate for 1985–1991
is near zero, as is the correlation between these rates of return and the percent change in the S&P 500
index, so these other rates of return cannot be used to estimate the rate of return on DC plans in 1984.
The latter correlation of zero is especially surprising, given that a large proportion of DC assets are
invested in equities; this finding merits further investigation.
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homeowners and renters are such different groups that different factors seem to
determine their likelihoods of eligibility. Large standard errors in 401(k) effect
estimates also partly reflect the widespread heterogeneity in saving behavior.
Previous work has paid insufficient attention to this observed heterogeneity.
Findings here on average responses to 401(k)s differ from those of previous
research because regression is used within balanced subclasses instead of on the
complete unbalanced sample, a large number of covariates are controlled for (with
homeownership being especially important), and the measure of households’
wealth is adjusted to ameliorate deficiencies in the SIPP’s measure. Nonetheless,
Engen and Gale (2000), who subclassify on income and also control for many
covariates, find that 401(k)s are more effective for renters and households without
an IRA than for homeowners and IRA holders, a similar pattern of results as here.
This paper suffers from several limitations. First, the overriding concern in this
literature has been that unobserved preferences for saving may cause both asset
accumulation and 401(k) eligibility, thereby biasing upward eligibility effect
estimates (see, e.g. Engen et al., 1996). Controlling for a large number of
correlates of saving preferences, such as DB pension status and IRA status, as
done here, reduces but does not eliminate this concern. Pence (2001) shows that
eligibility is correlated with self-reported measures of saving preferences even
after controlling for many observed household characteristics. Second, households
self-report 401(k) eligibility and total wealth in the SIPP data used here, but
Engelhardt (2000) shows that lower income households underreport eligibility
whereas higher income households overreport it. This pattern of measurement
error biases upward estimates of the 401(k) effect on wealth. Third, because
401(k) participation induces households to increase their holdings of financial
assets, the difference in wealth between eligibles and ineligibles may reflect better
returns on financial versus non-financial assets rather than increased saving by
eligibles.14 If differential returns wholly explained 401(k) eligibility effects, then
subpopulations with larger 401(k) balances would have larger new savings
percentages, which is generally opposite to the results here. Nonetheless, the
argument undoubtedly has validity. Finally, the wealth adjustments used here rely
on skeletal information about conversions and virtually no data about marginal
firm-level pension substitution. Mistaken assumptions crucial for the wealth
adjustments could bias eligibility effect estimates. Importantly, however, the
analysis here suggests that deficiencies in the SIPP’s wealth measure cannot by
themselves explain away the positive estimated average 401(k) effect.
Some of these limitations could be addressed by applying the methods used in
this paper to the Survey of Consumer Finances, which includes data on selfreported measures of saving preferences (Pence, 2001), or to the Health and
Retirement Study, which includes firm-reported 401(k) eligibility and balances

14

I thank Karen Pence for suggesting this idea to me.
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(Engelhardt, 2000). It would also be of interest to employ the methods in this
paper to more recent data. Finally, since it is presumably 401(k) participation and
not mere eligibility that affects saving behavior, it would be especially interesting
to estimate directly the effect of 401(k) participation on saving. The difficulty is
that households choose whether to participate, and this choice almost certainly
depends strongly on unobserved saving preferences. Abadie (2000) proposes a
propensity score-based method to estimate the effect of 401(k) participation on
participating households in which the key identifying assumption is the same as
the one used here: that 401(k) eligibility is conditionally random, given the
observed covariates. Abadie in fact applies his method to address the 401(k)
participation effect, but his application is primarily illustrative, with his propensity
score model including only a few covariates and leaving substantial imbalances
between eligibles and ineligibles and with his dependent variable including
financial assets only.
The results here indicate that some types of households that typically save the
most (homeowners, IRA participants, the better educated) respond least to 401(k)s.
Many of these households do not increase and may reduce national savings in
response to 401(k) eligibility by shifting funds they would have saved anyway into
tax-advantaged 401(k) accounts. Such households increase their own current or
retirement consumption by reducing the taxes they pay rather than by saving more,
effectively forcing a greater tax burden onto households less able or willing to
exploit tax-advantaged saving. This outcome seems inconsistent with the goals of
a subsidized saving policy. One way to address these concerns would be to target
tax-based saving incentives to the types of households who respond by actually
saving more. Paradoxically, many of these households normally save little and are
relatively less likely to participate in 401(k)s when eligible. Of course, confident
policy recommendations require further investigation of how and why households
differ in their responses to saving incentives.
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Appendix A. Estimating the aggregate proportion of non-converted 401(k)
assets
There are two ways that funds can enter an employee’s 401(k) account: direct
contribution by the employee or employer, or conversion from a pre-existing DC
plan. Funds exit 401(k) accounts in the form of benefits if a qualifying contributor
chooses to withdraw assets. Suppose there were data for each year t on the dollar
value of assets at the end of year t, assets t ; the dollar value of direct contributions
made during year t, contributions t ; the dollar value of benefits paid out of the
401(k) account during year t, benefits t ; and the rate of return earned by 401(k)
assets over year t, r t . The evolution of a household’s 401(k) asset value is given by
the accounting identity:
assets t 5 (assets t21 1 contributions t 1 conversions t 2 benefits t ) 3 (1 1 r t )

(A1)

where conversions t is the (unmeasured) dollar value of conversions from a
pre-existing non-401(k) DC plan during year t. For any year t, the value of directly
contributed 401(k) assets evolves according to:
direct assets t 5 (direct assets t21 1 contributions t 2 direct benefits t ) 3 (1 1 r t )
(A2)
Conceptually, direct benefits refers to the value of benefit payments that can be
categorized as having been funded from direct 401(k) contributions rather than
from conversions. In many cases, of course, 401(k) assets represent a mix of
converted assets with directly contributed assets. In these cases, the proportion of
benefits from directly contributed assets for a particular account is approximately
the same as the proportion of directly contributed assets to total assets:
direct benefits t 5 benefits t 3 (direct assets t 21 /assets t 21 )

(A3)

The US Labor Department’s Form 5500 Annual Reports contain data on aggregate
401(k) assets, contributions, and benefits paid out for 1984–1995, as well as
aggregate rates of return earned by DC plans with 100 or more participants for
1985–1995. These values are shown in columns 2 to 5 of Table 6.
Columns 6 and 7 of Table 6 calculate aggregate values for direct benefits and
direct assets from the data in columns 2–5 for the years 1985–1991 by iteratively
applying Eqs. (A2) and (A3) under the conservative assumption that direct
assets1983 5$0, i.e. that all of the assets in 401(k)s before 1984 had been
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contributed before the plans became 401(k)s.15 Column 8, calculated as column 6
(direct assets) divided by column 2 (assets), is the aggregate proportion of
non-converted 401(k) assets. According to these calculations, 30% of aggregate
401(k) assets in 1991 were originally contributed into non-401(k) plans.
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